A MEDITERRANEAN AFTERNOON TEA EXPERIENCE
MAY FAIR KITCHEN LAUNCHES MEDITERRANEAN TAKE ON TRADITIONAL AFTERNOON TEA

London, 10th June 2016: Stratton Street restaurant, May Fair Kitchen, has unveiled a
Mediterranean-inspired afternoon tea following the restaurant’s successful opening earlier this
month.
In the ‘El Dolce Semplice’ afternoon tea, traditional sandwiches have been replaced by a trio of
bruschetta and pan con tomate while classic scones are transformed with Amaretto or Sicilian lemon
and served with orange and nectarine preserve and vanilla mascarpone.
Sweet treats include churros with chocolate sauce, tiramisu, a white peach and oregano panna cotta
and a flourless chocolate and orange cake, as well as a selection of loose tea or coffee. For an extra
special treat, guests can enjoy a glass of champagne to toast their afternoon tea in style.
Guests can also enhance their experience with a selection of the restaurant’s signature cocktails:
The Amalfi – a celebration of citrus with lemon, limoncello, honey syrup, mint and topped with
Prosecco; and Campi di Viola with lavender, elderflower and lemon topped with Prosecco. May Fair
Kitchen’s sangria is also available in white and rose with lychee, elderflower and lemon.
May Fair Kitchen’s ‘El Dolce Semplice’ is available everyday from 2.30pm to 4.30pm and is £35 with
tea or coffee or £45 with a glass of Moet & Chandon Brut Imperial NV.
For reservations please visit www.mayfairkitchen.co.uk or telephone the dedicated reservations
team on +44 (0)20 7915 3892.
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About May Fair Kitchen
May Fair Kitchen embraces the art of shared dining with a sophisticated yet unassuming setting.
Evoking an ambience to recreate the culinary delights of the Mediterranean, an exquisite selection of
Spanish and Italian small plates are showcased to complement the finest wines and cocktails.
May Fair Kitchen is owned by independent hospitality group Edwardian Hotels London, one of the
UK’s largest, privately-owned companies which has been developing luxury hotel and hospitality
Brands since 1977.
May Fair Kitchen is open from breakfast through to dinner. For reservations please visit
www.mayfairkitchen.co.uk or telephone the dedicated reservations team on +44 (0)20 7915 3892.
Visit the restaurant website at http://www.mayfairkitchen.co.uk/ or follow us on Twitter
@MayFair_Kitchen, Facebook and Instagram.
For more information visit our website at www.edwardian.com

